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3TOWB MASONRY COORSB TOR RURAL VATER SVPPLT 

1 - MATERIALS 

1-1- aand 

j-1-^- P^ aand 

It is a product of weathered rooks or of volcanic deposits. 

Derived 
from 

Graaltle 
roeka 

trachytic 
roeka 

latarttic 
aolla 

Volcanic 
dopoaitc 

eontalna 

- eoarao 
grains 

- Media* and 
fin* aand 

- dost 

- fin* aacd 
- dust 
- clay 
aggregatee 

- eoarao 
aaad 
with large, 
•edlcm and 
fine grains 

- eoarao and 
sharp edged 
grain* 

- few aedltm 
grains 

good elements 
Hissing 

none 

- Medina send 

o 

- fine grains 
- very fine 
grain* 

Quality for 
water work 

good 

aeooptable 
after washing 

can not bo need 
for water work 
because la water 
absorbent 

acceptable only 
after adding / 
fine.graina,^ 

j] 

! 
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1-1-2- River sand 

It is an alluvial material which Is moving from one place to be de
poned some where else according to the quantity of water in the 
stream or river. 
The characteristics of the sand are not the same as the surrounding 
materials, but a mixture of local and foreign particles. The sand 
from very big river is the best because the weak particles (as 
laterlte) are eliminated. 

1-1-3- 'or the construction 

The sand should be clean, there fore washed, but without removing the 
fine particles. The quality of the sand can be checked with the 
white bottle test. The granulation of the sand should be mixed bet
ween 0 to 5 mm diameter with the following proportions: 

Diameter of sand grains 

0 to 0,5 mm 
0,5to 2 mm 
2 to 5 mm 

percent. 
1 
I 

! 20 £ 
35 * 

1 *5 * 
1 

1-1-^- For pointing 

The sand should be verry clean (only river sand if possible). 
The grannulatlon should be mixed between 0 to 3 mm diameter with 
the following proportional 

Diameter of sand grains 

"0\ to 0,5 mm 
0,5"to 2 mm 
2' t o \ 3 mm 

percent 

30 * 
50 % 
20 *-

1-2- Cement ^ \ 

The oement should not be^hard. 

o 
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1-3- Water 

The water sheaId be clean and not polluted by: 

- aoll particle* 
- homu* 
- mudd 
- dirt 
- natural oil 
- vegetable oil 

- - aoap / 

l-»- Stones 

1-4-1- Quality of the atonea 
The atonea should be good, therefore the following atones cannot 
be uaedt 

- aurface atonea 
- atonea with oraeks 
- weather-worn atones 
- email atones (min. aide 20 em) 
- plain atonea (min. thickness 12 em) 

1-4-2- Dressing of stones 

1-4-2-1 Surfaces of the stone 

The following list gives the aurfacea of a atone which needs to be 
cut and shaped. . 
face This is the exposed aurface of a stone in elevation 

Returned face This is the exposed aurface to the aide elevacion. 

Bed This is the top or the bottom of a atone 

Joints Those mv the eurfaoea prepared to meet aurfacea of 
other stones* 

The stones are classified according to their different purposess 
- linestones 
- cornerstones 
- archatones 
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1-4-2-2- Llnostones 

Cat on* tho sidos to forai tho bods aad tho Jolats. 
Tho beds should bo •• ouch that they eaa koop tho atoao whoa laid 
without support. 
If tho Jolata aad tho bods aro shaped, tho faoe eaa aow bo produced. 
Lay tho atono down with tho iatoatod face ap aad cut off tho high parts 
with a chisel, or with a club haanaor, to a plain surfaoo. Ose a 
straight edge to chock tho anrfaco. 

Tho BMXiauBa plain of iho surfsco for a ahapod stono should aot bo aoro 
thon k BM. 

CROSS SECTION 



The for* at the •ten* should be as near as possible 

to a square stone . 

CROSS SECTIONS 

Correct 
stones 

cm Maximum of cm 

Wrong 

stones 

Exanple of a l ines tone 

Bed 

Joint 

Face 

Joint 

PERSPECTIVE 
Bed 
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l-U-2-3- Cornerstones 

They are the stones placed at the external angle of a building and 
prepared to bond with other atones in the wall in each directions. 
The corner stones are very important and must have good arrises. 
The two faces of a cornerstone must be squared to each other. 

Example of a cornerstone 

PERSPECTIVE 

Bed 

Joint 

Face 

Preparation of a cornerstone 

Select one stone which approach to a cube. Cut first the beds and the 
Joints and give particular attention to the returned face. If the 
joints and the beds are well prepared, lay the stone with the intended 
face up, shape it and make sure that it is straight by using the 
straight edge. 
Then shape the returned face by chiseling and squaring it to the face. 

Care must be taken not to damage the arrises. 
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1-4-2-U- Archstonea 

Unlike the cornerstones the archstone is shaped like a wedge and is 
more difficult to shape than any other stone, because it has to be 
shaped to specific measurements and dimensions according to,the arch 
size. 

Example of an archstone 

PERSPECTIVE 

Bed 
r 

Joint 

Face_ 

^^S -_ y^.—- J 

As M / Joint 
>+- ' 

o 
. 1 

X. 
cn: 
Oi i 

-L 

JZ 
o l _ 

o 

(U 
r 

Bed 

Preparation of an archstone 

Select a good stone, which by size approach to the desired 
stone. First cut out the beds to the required height of the 
arch. Then cut the joints and form the wedge by giving special 
attention to the dimensions required. Finally cut out and 
shape the face. Checic the face with a straight edge. 
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1-4-3 Quantity for dressing 

For indication the following tabla shown the number in quantity of 
atones to be shaped in one working day by a mason. 

Type of atonea 

LIMESTONES 

1 face ahaped 

1 face • 2 beda 
aha pad 

CORNERSTONES 

1 face + 1 return 
fooe + 2 beda 
ahaped 

ASCH STONES 

All facea 
ahaped 

Hard atonea 
black-blue 

45 to 60 

15 to 17 

9 to 12 

6 to 9 

White atonea 

60 to 75 

17 to 20 

11 to 15 

9 to li 
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1-5-1- Generalities. 

Mortar may be defined as a material composed of fine aggregate and 
cementing materials which form a hardened mass after mixing vith a 
sulatable proportion of water. 
Good mortar is necessary for good workmanship and good performance. 
It must bind the masonry units into a strong wall. 
The strength of the bond depends on various factorst 

- The amount of adhesive used 
- The type and quality of sand 
- The rate of auction of the masonry units 
- The surface texture of the mortar binding area 
- The water retentivity of the mortar 
- The quality of the workmanship. 

1-5-2- Mixing place 

For a precise building construction, it is necessary to build only 
one mixing slab. 
For big projects the mixing slab should be in concrete and placed 
in the way that it can serve easily all places of the job site. 
For small projects the mixing slab should be transportable to reach 
the maximum near of the conatruction. 

I.5-3- Mixtures Quantities 

Proportions table 

i 
Part of building ^ 

Foundation of construc
tion under water level 

Normal foundation 

Heavy construction 

Pressured walls 

Other walls 

Normal pointing 

Exposed pointing 
(steps, water channelo, 
floors, spillway, dams) 

sand cement x 

k 1 

5 1 

fc 1 

4 1 

5 1 

1* 1 

3 1 

1 
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The above quantities are valid for a good construction sand as 
described before. 

The best way will be to do different mixtures (saad - cement) 
with the available saad for each Job site. Those mixtures will be 
set in cube - elements, k cm by U cm by 16 cm, which will be tested 
with hammer, net before 28 days after mixing. The mixture which 
presents the best resistance will be chosen. 
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l-1,-*,- Preparation 

- Nixing of the sand and ceaent as dry mixture 
- Adding of water to the dry mixture for quantities to be used 
within half an hour only. 

- Protection of the mortar against rain and sun. 
- The conaistancy ot the mortar shopld be in the way that itdoes not 

flow out of the trowel. 
- Remark 
As the setting action commences soon after watering and mixing, the 
mortar should be used at once. Any subsequent disturbances will 
reduce the strength 
Cement inortar should never be retempored if not used within 
l£ hours after its watering and mixing. 

1-6- Materials quantities for one finished cubic meter of stone 

masonry for different constructions 

Building description 

Stone masonry 

Design 

SO 

30 

D 
10 

Height 

up to 
1,5 » 

More 
than 
1,5 
(max 
3m) 

Stone arches 

walls 

Thickness 

45 to 
30 ca 

70 to 

30 cm 

Lenght of spans 

1,2 to 1,8 m 

1,8 to 2.5m 

Cement 
in bags 

2,5 
to 3 

2 
to 2,5 

2,5 

3 

sand 
in mi 

0,40 

0, 35 

o,40 

0,40 

Uncut 
stones 
in m' 

1.5 

1,2 
to 1,5 

2 

2,5 
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2- Tools 

The mixing slab and the showels should be cleaned before nixing 
the mortar. 
The trowel and the straight edge should be washed before using for 
masonry work. 

Every evening all the tools should be carefully washed. 

3- Construction 

3-1- Generalities 

The classification of stone masonry construction varies according to 
the kind of Stones used, the surface finish and the type of bonding. 

For water work the best maaonry work will be a squared twcoursed 
masonry with various size of stones. 

As we know it is difficult to find squared stones, so we also can 
use the uncoursed rubble masonry (ansquared) with wall shaped 
stones. 
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SQUARED UNCOURSED MASONRY 

J V03 
Z I 

G 
C 

• a 
a 

•1 
fa 

1 JC 
c 

UNCOURSED RUBBLE MASONRY 
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3-2- Conditions for a good construction in stone masonry 

a - T h e 

normal procedure need two masons working one at each face of 
the wall, 

b - All the stones (especi: v the dirty) should be brushed with hard 
iron brush«?9. 

c - All the stones should be washed before use. 
d - All the stones have to Be wet hefore laying them into mortar to 

insure a good connection with the mortar in the wall, 
e - Never used stones with cracks, 
f - The bottom (or footing course) should be laid with largest and 

straight stones since the stability of the wall depends largely 
on the bearing of stones on the ground, 

g - First the corners of the walls should be built up to a height of 
about ope meter, making sure that outer and inner faces are 
plumbed and squared, 

h - The corners must be of large stones, that will bond the two walls 
together in the best to resist of strain. The binding of stones 
should require special attention. 

TOP VIEW 
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When the corners are up, the building can continue by fixing two 
lines in and out side the wall to guide the masons during laying 
of stones. The lines are 2 nm away from the face of the wall. 
The stones should be checked for alignement with straight edge and 
spirit level. 
Broken pieces of stones (spalls) can be slipped under the 
shaped stones to help for a good bed seating. 
The wall should HOT be built by forming the outer part* in good 
masonry and then filling the middle part with mortar and spalla 
(see "wrong" drawing below). 

CROSS SECTIONS 

Correct Wrong 
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k - " Special attention should be paid to the bondstones. They should 
be crossing on the two plans, vertical and horizontal. The lap 
(or difference) should not be less than 10 cm. For water work the 
stone masonry should never be laid in courses, (very important) 

TOP VIEW 

bond stones 
1 - A long stone needs a uniform bedding. If the atone is too long, it 

should be broken and laid as two stones* 

m - It .should never be a stone crossing all the wall face to face. 

n - Spread the mortar, force the stone to its bed with power, maintain 
a perfect face alignment on the wall. The Joint in mortar between 
two stones should not be bigger than 2 cm to 2,5 cm and never less 
than 1 cm to 1,5 cm. 

o - T w o stones can never touch each other. 

p - After building up the wall stages, at the end of the day, all new 
erected masonry should be cover by wet paper or any similar wet 
materials, to prevent the construction (especially .the joints) 
against rain or too fast drying by sun and air. 

q - A masonry work should be wet for at least.3 or k days after, 
completion. 
Vater should be spilled on it. 
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3-3- special attention to the bonding 

In atena giasonry for water work it is important to secure a good ver
tical and horizontal bonding. 
In bonding the following rules should be strictly observed: 

a - Bondstones should extend about 2/3 of the wall thickness. 

b - The lap should not be less than 10 cm. 

c - The largest atones should be used for the lowest part of the wall: 

d - It should not be continous Joints, vertical or horizontal. 

3-U- Details of stone masonry foundation 

a - A foundation should start on a firm-, uniform strong sub-soil. It 
should not be started on grass, black fertile soil, filled up 
materials and mud, 

b - Under any foundation there should be a layer of lean concrete 
(min 5 am) before starting with the masonry. 

c - A minimum depth of kO cm of foundation should be built in the 
actual ground in pJ -;e. Backfilling should appear after and canno 
be taken for the mi<. i.mum depth of foundation. 

d - All differences of level in a atone masonry foundation should be 
erected verticaly. 

e - If the foundation is wider than the wall, the top of the foundati 
should be made with big: shaped stones without topping coat. 
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CROSS SECTION 

IQHHL 

CROSS SECTIONS 

Wrong Wrong 

\ 

JL 

i 

{22ZZZZ2ZZ2ZZZZ 0 
D 

\ 
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3-5- Details of stone masonry walls 

a - The maximum thickness of the bottom of a stone masonry wall 
should be 60 to 70 cm because wider walls cannot be.constructed 
with two lines. 

b - The minimum thickness of a stone masonry wall should be 30 cm. 

c - The height of walls should be reduced in area of black soil or 
swampy places. 

d - The top of a normal stone masonry wall should be built with 
shaped stones with good pointing. 
Never should it be with topping coat, 
(see drawings below) 

CROSS SECTIONS 

Corr e ct Wrong 
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e - The top of dry stone Masonry wall (protsotion or retaining 
wall) should be built with shaped stoves on the two sides, 
with mortar and Joints pointing as from at least kO oa below 
the ground level (in place or future). 

CROSS SECTION 

or concrete 

f - Tor a bevel wall on the top of a chamber or at an entrance 
of a chamber, the wall can be reduced to 15 cm thick. 
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3-6- Details of atone Masonry pillars 

a) For a single pillar the minimum dimensions should be kO by kO cm. 

b) A special attention should be paid to the cross Jointing of 
the different courses. 

c) The cornerstones should be enough big to cover at one aid* 
more than the half of the pillar. 

CROSS SECTION 

Next layer 

3-7- Details of stone masonry arch 

a - The thickness of a stone arch cannot be less than 20 cm. 
b - The front arch stones each side of the building should be 

especially shaped precise according to the size of the arch 
(thickness) and to the angle of the srch rise. 

c - The front face' arch^stones:.should :be built in the way that 
it will .be'started^ori^the^tVo :sidea t'6"--be .'f iniahed -together 
on''the :aiircĥ k«y'''a"t'on«*''t'n\'tha'''~aiddlia' (coping stone)', 

d -"The top of the supporting: walla, should be built In the'line 
;. . 'of the arch, before starting to: 'place the arch stones; 
e - The biggest stones should be used on the lowest part of tha 

arch slab. ,.„, 

CRbSSi'^fSECTIOK 

Slab top 
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f - re water level In the tank should be at least 20 ca lower 
thjn the line of the arch rise. 

g - Table for the arch rise 

Distance between the 
two walls 

l a to 1 a 50 
1 a 50 to 2 m 
2 B to 2 m 50 
2 a 50 to 3 m 

Arch rise 

25 CB 
35 CB 
45 ca 
55 ca 

Arch slab 
thickness 

20 CB 
25 ca 
30 CB 
35 ca 

h - A pre- fabricated forawork will be installed under the arch 
slab for the construction. 
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Fxamp le of an arch in stona masonry 

FRONT SECTION 

Front arch 

Front archstones 

( special shaped ) 

Arch su 

Wall 
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Example of an arch i n s t o n e U o o n r y 

CROSS SECTION 

Masonry arch slab 

Arch support line 
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3-8- Connection between stone masonry wall and concrete slab 

a - The joint between the wall and the slab should be washed before 
concreting, and never at all it 'should be paper between. 

b - The junction can be as follows: 

CROSS SECTIONS 

Reinforced concrete slabs 

3-9- Pointing 

The pointing should not be done on the face of the stone. 

CROSS SECTIONS 

Wr ong 

b - Before pointing, all joints should be brushed and wet by watering. 
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c - The best time for pointing will be four days after completion 
of the stone masonry wall, part after part. 

d - The pointing should also be done for the inside walls with 
the same precautions. 

e - The pointing should be protected against sun and rain for at 
least one whole day. 

lj-1- Generalities 

Pxastering is the process of covering walls with a substance which 
still plastic when applied and which will later become hard. 
Plastering may be carried out in one, two, three or four coats, 
depending upon the required quality. 

k-Z- Preparations and precautions 

To obtain a good connection between the stone masonry wall and 
the plastering, the following rules should be considered: 

a - All loose particles have to be removed. 

b - Dust should be wipped out. 
c - Moss and other organic specimens have to be eliminated 

(with iron brushes) 
d - The surface should be wet the day before and only moisty before 

the plastering takes place. 

e - Plastering should be strongly protected against sun and rain 
destruction. 

f - A hot wall cannot be plastered. 

k-3- The different coats 

For a waterproof construction the plastering should be made in four 
coatsi 

- spatterdash 
- floating coat 
- setting coat 
- cement paste 

In certain cases it can be necessary to applied a waterproof pain 
at the end. 
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It Is a wet, rich mixture of cement and cleaned sand. 

Proportions: 1 cement for li sand 

Thickness: 2 to k mm 

Application: It is thrown with the trowel, hard onto the wall in 
two different times with a lap of 6 hours between the two. 
The first application, covering the whole surface, provides a 
key and reduces the suction of the next coat. 
The period in between allow the first application to set. 
The second application gives the first seal of the plastering. 
Remarks 

Do not use a straight edge, a patter or a finishing trowel. 
The spatterdash should remain rough. Before the next coat is 
applied the spatterdash should remain at least for twenty four 
hours (2*t) . 

4-5- Floating coat 

It is a plastic mixture of cement and cleaned sand. 

Proportions: 1 cement for 3 *° *• sand 

Thickness: 2 cm (20 mm ) 

Application: The mixture (plastic consistance) is thrown onto 
the spatterdashed wall with the trowel and screeded with a 
straight edge only, to insure a good connection with the next 
coat. 

Remarks 

Do not use a patter or a finishing trowel. 
The finishing surface should not be too smooth. 
It is recommended to use screeds (small lintels with thickness 
of the coat) to insure a plumb and straight surface. 

l»-6- Setting coat 

Setting coat or finishing coat is a mixture of cement and fine 
sieved sand. The sand grains should not exceed 2 mm. 

Proportions: 1 cement for 2 to 3 sand 

Thickness1 1 to 2 nun according to the size of the grains. 
(Not thicker than ,the largest grain). 

Application: Usually it is applied the day after floating coat 
in one operation all over the surface to be plastered. Lhe 
consistance should be slurry. It is applied by putting the mixture 
on the patter and pressing it onto the wall, while moving it 
upwards in zig-zag motion. 

Application should start on a cornerof the wall. Circular strokes 
must be used, always in the same direction, to produce an uni
form surface. If the plaster becomes too dry.it should be lightly 
sprinkled with water to maintain the plastictity oi the material 
as long as it is manipulated. 

http://dry.it
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k-7- Cement paste 

It is pure cement mixed with water. 

Thickness: 1 to 2 mm 

Applicationi The paste is trowelled on the wall with a finishing 
trowel up to a smooth finish, while sprinkling water if 
necessary. 

Remarks: This cement paste should never be exposed to the sun or 
let it dry TO quickly, because or shrinkage cracks. 
The cement paste should be kept w e < for at least three days, by 
sprinkling water and use of paper or leaves. 
The best way will be to filled the tank with water as soon the cement 
paste start to become enough hard. 

4-8- The corners 

It is very important to bench well all the corners, between walls 
and walls, between walls and floor. 
It is recommanded to use a bottle. 

4-9- Water proof paint 

If a water proof paint is applied on the wall, it should be done 
in two coats. 
The first coat to close all the pores of the plastering. 
The second coat as a waterproof finishing. 
A waterproof additif can also be mixed together with the cement 
for the plastering. 

5- Closing remark 

This stone masonry course is especially made for water supply 
constructions. 

I 
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DIAGRAM OF THE BOTTOM WALL THICKNESS FOR STONE 
MASONRY BASINS AND STORAGE TANKS 

— Height of the water in aietera 

2.5 2 1.5 1 0.5 

M 
e 

2 1.5 1 0.5 0 

Height of the water tn aet«ra 



12 Child Care Messages 

I Mother's breast milk should be fed to the baby for at least two years, 

2. To ensure a sufficient amount of breast milk the mother must eat nutritious foods 
and the infant should be encouraged to nurse frequently. 

3. Lactating mothers and pregnant women must cat more legumes, green leafy 
veg:tables, and fruits during pregnancy. They should have regular health 
examinations during the antenatal period. 

4. At 5-6 months of age, coinciding with the rice feeding ceremony, the mother 
should begin feeding porridges, soups, and other soft foods to the baby in addition 
to breast milk. 

5. Babies and small children should be fed 5-6 times a day. 

6. Mothers should feed their children when they are ill and should encouraged 
the child to eat and drink. If the baby is ill he/she should be taken immediately 
to the nearest health post or hospital. 

7. Children with diarrhoes should be given "jeevan jal". If "jeevan jal" is not 
available in the local market, make a mixture consisting of a pinch of salt, a 

. pinch, of soda (if available), and a fistful of glucose or sugar, in one mana of 
boiled water. The amount of mixture to be given should be the same as the 
amount of fluid lost in the stool. 

S. Undernourished and "runche" children must be given more food than usual: 
such as rich, mush (dhido), legumes (dal), milk yogurt vegetables, etc. A good 
for all children is Sarbottam Pitho; Roast two types of cereals and one legume, 
grind and make the mixture into a porridge with boiling water. 

9 Immunizations against infectious diseases should be given as early as possible 
(Smallpox. TB, DPT) 

10 The rooms and.the verandah of homes should be kept neat and clean. The 
mother and the child should maintain good personal hygiene, and each house 
should have a clean latrine. 

11. The mother shoald wash her hands well before touching the baby and its food. 

Plates and utensils used for the bahy's food should be washed in clean water. 

12.. Forthe health of the mother and child there should be a space of 2-3 years 
before the birth of another child. 
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